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why us

No Compromise;

■	 Market leader backed with excellent 
 customer service

■	 Quick and professional response 

■	 Fully trained Engineers operating 
 Nationwide

■	 Industry recognised certification

Valued customers;

Committed to 
providing superior 
quality products, 
service and support...

“no problem”

Commercial Laundry & Refuse Chute Solutions

design I supply I installation I service I inspection I repair
General Enquiries I 0800 046 7922

Apex House I Duke Avenue I Cheadle I Cheshire I SK8 6RX
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fire inspectioncomplete servicing solutions 

If you are a Hotel, Care Home or Retail 
Outlet and have a Laundry Chute, we can 
easily ensure all year round fire safety 
standards are met. We can provide a 
service contract that suits you and your 
budget. 

An Account Manager will be assigned to you and your business 
who will co-ordinate and oversee the entire process - Fire Risk 
Assessments, Service Inspections to comply with Insurance 
Policies and Maintenance when you need it. 

The GED Team are available 24/7 anywhere in the UK and with 
our immediate call out service you can enjoy complete peace of 
mind.

General Enquiries I 0800 046 7922

  

A comprehensive, fully  
compliant service utilising 
‘Live’ onsite reporting and 
certification...

“no problem”

Select a service option to 
suit you and your business  
and if you need a part repaired 
or replaced...  

“no problem”

We can service any Commercial 
Laundry & Refuse Chute.  At GED 
Chutes we provide superior year round 
fire safety and maintenance to suit you 
and your organisation’s budget.

Changes in the law state that Chutes 
are required to be inspected at 
least once annually for full insurance 
compliance.  Using our unique i-app we 
provide ‘LIVE’ mobile onsite reporting 
and certification.

All fire doors will be anti-bacterially 
cleaned, all fixings secured and all 
moving parts will be lubricated.

If any fault or issue is discovered then 
GED Chutes can recommend and 
manage the repair to fully comply with 
UK Fire Regulations and our service 
offers a 12 month guarantee.

GED Chutes understand that not every 
business wants a restrictive service 
contract and that’s why we can offer a 
tailored solution that suits your business 
needs and budget.

Our highly trained Engineers are 
available 24/7.

  

Our full inspection includes;

■	 Fire Doors

■	 Access Hatches

■	 International Standard 
  Automatic Dampers

■	 Fuseable Links

■	 Integrated Electrical 
 Interlocking Systems

■	 Chute and Collection Area
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we set the standard

You can expect;

■	 12 month service guarantee

■	 Fixed price quote - no hidden charges

■	 Free inclusive photo documentation

■	 Book at a time that suites your business

■	 Preventative maintenance to reduce breakdowns 
 and maximise efficiency

■	 Dedicated Account Manager for one point of contact

■	 Access to our fully trained expert Engineers, without  
 the need for an annual contract.  

servicing solutions

the most efficient way to ensure your laundry chute stays safe and compliant

We are industry recognised and providers of world class Chute Service 
and Maintenance. As every Chute is different our price plans are based 
on your specific requirements whilst providing superior service all within 
your budget. 

Is your annual laundry chute fire inspection due  ✔  

Does your laundry chute need to be serviced  ✔  

Would you like peace of mind with a Laundry 
Chute service and maintenance plan?  

 ✔
 

If the answer is yes to any of these questions, GED Chutes can ensure 
that you stay fully compliant.

Get in contact with us today laundrychuteservice.co.uk

“We’ve been using GED Chutes for over five years to maintain our Laundry 
Chute. The GED Team ensure we meet our insurance obligations and 
are fully fire certified. Their professional approach has met our exacting 
standards whilst providing exceptional service and saving on our costs 
every year”.

Daniel, Eden Park Estates

GED Chutes is the clear 
industry leader providing 
unbeatable service...

“no problem”

Servicing solutions
built around best 
practice...

“no problem”
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Call the GED Team today 

General Enquiries I 0800 046 7922

GED Chutes HQ

Apex House I Duke Avenue I Cheadle I Cheshire I SK8 6RX

Email  I sales@laundrychutes.co.uk

contact us

laundrychuteservice.co.uk

customer service

the most efficient way to ensure your laundry chute stays safe and compliant

GED Laundry Chutes are an award winning, highly 
competitive company with a market leading reputation based 
in Manchester. We are ideally situated to assist you with 
all your Commercial Laundry Chute Service requirements. 
Covering the UK & Ireland we can inspect individual Chutes 
or multiple sites.

If you are not receiving the service you expect from your 
current Laundry Chute maintenance supplier or simply 
require the best for less then call the GED Team today. 

Speak to the GED Team today and 
discover our unbeatable service at 
an unbeatable price...

“no problem”

Trusted professionals 
that you can rely on...

“no problem”

the most efficient 
way to ensure 
your laundry chute 
stays safe and 
compliant
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Commercial Laundry & Refuse Chute Solutions

service I inspection I repair


